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On the fifth anniversary
of the earthquake that
shook Rome’s 16 ski
resorts, baroque towns
still stand in ruins in the
Abruzzo region — but
the resorts themselves
are thriving, as Andreas
Hofer discovers

“And here a whole family were
crushed,” said my mountain guide
Marco Zaffiri, pointing to a heap of
masonry, cordoned off like a longforgotten crime scene.
It is not often that a ski tour takes
you through a ruined city, I thought as
I followed Marco, squeezing through
holes in safety fences in L’Aquila,
some 90km (55 miles) east of Rome.
The earthquake that shook the
capital of the Abruzzo region early on
Monday, April 6, 2009, left 297 dead,
1,500 injured and almost everybody
homeless, as flames and fireballs
engulfed the baroque town.
Arriving on the fifth anniversary
of the earthquake, the battered
domes, spires and cupolas still
look as if they have just survived
a bombing raid, with hospitals and
civic buildings forming neat heaps
of gravel and broken brickwork,
while those rococo facades and
renaissance portals that survived are
made safe by wooden supports.

Florentines come to ski. Indeed, skiing
is so popular in the south of Italy that
somehow skiers managed to get the
lifts and restaurants, ticket offices
and cafés up and running as if the
earthquake never happened.
Some 16 ski resorts compete for
winter guests. Many are small, sporting
just a handful of lifts, such as Campo
di Giove, with its 10km of pistes. The
biggest, Roccaraso-Rivisondoli, has
27 lifts — including gondolas — and
an impressive 100km of pistes, which
regularly host World Cup races.
Skiing in the Abruzzo region feels
incredibly exotic: one skis surrounded
not just by vineyards, but olive groves
and lines of orange trees as if the
Dolomites had moved to Sicily for a
spring break.
“Under no circumstances must we
write home about it, otherwise they will
all come here,” warned Günther with a
grin. Addicted to the pristine beauty of
the region, the retired bank clerk from
Munich comes every year with his wife.

“Under no circumstances must we
write home about it, otherwise they
will all come here”
Shops in the centre are boarded
up, restaurants and cafés closed,
apartments locked and left, the only
people in evidence being a smattering
of workers in hard hats.
However, raise you eyes beyond the
crumbling walls of Emperor Hadrian’s
summer palace and you will see, rising
majestically before you, the radiant
white peaks of the Apennines. This
is where Romans, Neapolitans and

They ski tour for three weeks, travelling
in a battered Land Rover fitted with
bunk beds, shower and kitchenette,
though they do not cook a lot — the
local cuisine is irresistible.
We met in Locanda de Senari, the
restaurant and inn run by Mariella
Salvatori and her daughter Francesca
in the village of Castelluccio di Norcia.
The menu consisted of a broth of tiny
lentils, polenta all’amatriciana, boar
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Abruzzo’s capital
L’Aquila still lies in
ruins, left, while the
region’s resorts are
gleaming, top, and
the area is a mecca
for ski tourers,
above
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Top left: A tribute to
Mussolini, known as
‘Il Duce’ — or simply
‘Dux’ in Latin — is
still carved into the
mountains here

stew, a salad of wild greens, and a
dessert of fresh sheep ricotta with
almonds and wild honey. The room was
full of noisy city dwellers from Lucca,
Florence and Rome all donned up for an
Easter holiday in the mountains.
Leaving Castelluccio, Marco
pointed to a speck of forest planted
on the mountainside, spelling the
word ‘DUX’ — the Latin for Il Duce —
the name by which Benito Mussolini
liked to be known.
We were driving through drifting
snow over the high plateau of Campo
Imperatore, home of the Gran Sasso
resort. Here, an impressively long
cable car takes you from the base in
Fonte Cerreto at 1,115m (3,650ft)
on a beautiful ride to state-of-the-art
chairlifts at double the altitude. When
you have good snow, the skiing is
as good as in the Dolomites— wide,
long couloirs drop more than 1,000
vertical metres back into the valley.
This is one of Italy’s oldest downhill
resorts, starting commercial operations
in the 1920s — long before most
resorts in the Dolomites or Val d’Aosta.
If you stay here, the chances are that it
will be in the Hotel Campo Imperatore,
where 200 carabinieri held Mussolini
in 1943 on the orders of the king,
before the Italian dictator was freed

“Mussolini was held here before he
was freed by German commandos
arriving in gliders”
by German commandos arriving in
gliders. Our target of the day was
Monte Camicia, the ‘shirt’ mountain at
2,565m, holding its neck of bare rock
above steep slopes of white muslin.
When we parked Marco’s Volkswagen
in front of the Rifugio Fonte Vetica,
the snowstorm was so fierce we could
hardly open the doors to get out our
ski touring equipment. Tilting against
the wind we made for the Vallone di
Vradda, a steep gully winding up to the
top, which sheltered us well from the
gale-force westerly gusts.
They hit us again without mercy
when we reached the saddle, 50 metres
below the peak. Then a brief window
of unexpected sunlight appeared,
brightening our descent over steep
plates of ice, where only some windpressed puddles of powder which had
formed in the hollows gave any respite.
When we finally reached the car again,
the road had disappeared and walls
of snow were sweeping mercilessly
over the plain. It would take quite a few
grappas to defrost our bones.
Going offpiste from
the resort of
Ovindoli in
the SirenteVelino
regional park

The next day was the first day of
spring and though the wind had hardly
eased, the sky triumphed, emerging
a deep, lacquered blue, as clear and
pure as if it had just been taken out
of a gift box. From Vado di Pezza, we
climbed the brushwood-covered hills
of Costa Cerasole, then hiked along the
Costone della Cerasa ridge to reach one
peak after another in the Silente Range:
Vetta Orientale, Vetta Occidentale,
Punta Trieste, Punta Trento — all above
2,000m. In brilliant sunshine we skied
down the Colle dell’Orso into Valle
Cerchiata. The only thing that had been
weighing on my heart had been the
prospect of the 25km (15-mile) hike
along the flat valley to Piani di Pezza —
after eight hours skiing.
Unexpectedly, this was one of the
most fun parts of the day as the force
eight wind on our backs carried us
along like kites, speeding us along at
15kph so that just 90 minutes later we
had arrived.
Nonetheless, the return to our base,
the Rifugio della Rocca, was welcome.
We were staying on top of a 1,500m-high
limestone promontory in one of the
12th Century stone mansions clustered
around a giant’s fortress, Rocca Calascio.
When the rifugio’s current owners,
Susanna Salvati and Paolo Baldi, moved
here, these towers were scarcely more
than heaps of stones, victims not of the
earthquake, but of villagers who had
abandoned them to build new lives in
Canada and America.
The couple started a restaurant and
with its proceeds carefully repaired
one stone house after another. And we
were more than ready to contribute to
the restoration fund by patronising the
restaurant for dinner.
The plain of Navelli — the ‘saffron
valley’ below us — was still dark when
we were first warmed by horizontal
shafts of sunlight, gently probing the
mediaeval maze of steps, slate roofs
and crumbling walls of our mountain
fortress. From our windows, we could
see over crenelated walls the mighty,
snow-swept peaks of the Sirente-Velino
regional park, gleaming pink in the
early morning light.

Left:
One of the historic mansions that visitors can
stay in at the rustic Rifugio della Rocca

The nooks and crannies of the
cobbled stone paths were still filled
with the soft ice pellets of last night’s
blizzard, which in the warmth of the
morning were evaporating quickly.
On this perfect day, with the wind in
abeyance, it was time to get going.
“If there really is such a thing
as paradise, then they must have
skiing there, mustn’t they?” Marco’s
friend Alexandro had mused when
we met in La Stozza da Osvaldo,
a restaurant in the ski resort of
Ovindoli that drowns its patrons in
delicious truffles.
Ovindoli became popular with
ski-tourers after the First World War
and is a respectable, mid-sized resort
with eight lifts and six rifugio serving
22km of pistes. You can buy the Dei
Parchi ski pass here, which also covers
Campo Felice, with its 12 lifts and
30km of pistes.
Corno Grande (2,912m) the highest
peak in the Gran Sasso massif, was first
skied only in 1923, and for us too it
was to prove more elusive that we had
hoped. We had come well prepared:
crampons, harnesses, ropes, ice axes,
helmets. Even at nine in the morning
the scorching sun had softened the
snow, and we climbed with ease. In a
short time we had reached the Sella
Monte Aquila and the big rock of
Sassone (2,560m), at the foot of the
summit wall.
We tied our skis to the rucksacks
and, ice axes in hand, moved up the
so-called ‘Diretissima’, a steep flank
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of ice lodged between two rock spurs
beneath the peak.
After an hour, not far from the top,
we had to give up. A huge expanse of
windswept snow was looming over our
heads, threatening to come loose if we
moved any further. Instead of beating
a meek retreat, we put our skis on and
sailed down into the next valley to
Campo Pericoli. A short hike to Sella dei
Grilli brought us into Valle Venacquaro,
a mountain valley so remote that it is
rarely visited.
The snow cover was still solid when
we reached the fairytale forest of Fonte
Novello. When we eventually had to
shoulder our skis and walk under the
sunlit canopy of ancient beech, the
moss-coated, wild blocks of sandstone
and the gnarled roots and leaf-covered
knolls reminded us of a delicate
Japanese garden. As if by design
snowdrops were strewn over the forest
floor, shy deer retreated in haste into
the undergrowth, and where the snow
had disappeared, the slopes were blue
and yellow with liverworts, crocuses
and primulas.
The deer had good reason to be shy:
they are well acquainted with the local
hunter, who helps supply the region’s
multiplicity of sausages, salamis and
cured meat, to be accompanied by
salted lardo, aged cheeses and fresh
ricotta. These delights are matched
by local wines of great finesse. On the
foothills of the Grand Sasso and the
Maiella massifs, the Trebbiano, Pecorino
and Montepulciano d’Abruzzo grapes
are cultivated.
The next day, a sunny Saturday,
found us passing through the thriving
resorts of Passo Lanciano and Maielletta
on our way to Monte Amaro, or the
‘bitter mountain’. And for the first
time, we were not alone after we had
donned touring skins. The touring spirit
that first drove the locals to skiing
evidently lives on and it seemed that
the hundreds of skiers who were out
in droves were all ardent admirers of
Marco. From the Passo St Leonardo up
to the steel igloo on the summit, at
every turn, we had to stop for a joke,
a friendly pat on the shoulder, or a
lengthy Italian discussion. But every
cloud has a silver lining: for once, I
seized the rare chance to reach the
summit before Marco.
We skied 1,500 vertical metres
of perfect spring snow, along a line
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straight enough to have been drawn
with a ruler. Then we had a last visit
to the Maiella wilderness. From Lama
Bianca through level beech forests
we arrived at the precipitous Rava
del Ferro, which we climbed with
crampons, then over the debris of
frozen avalanches towards Monte
Rotondo at 2,658m. Turning a corner
we happened on a herd of chamois.
Having ogled us with curiosity, they
turned slowly, one after the other, to
escape in long, elegant leaps into an
even greater wilderness.
Reflecting on the devastation of five
years ago and its aftermath, one can
focus too quickly on the negatives. It is
true that in the Aterno valley only a few
of the mediaeval villages and fortresses
crowning the hills and promontories
remained unscathed: campaniles are
broken, watchtowers reveal gaping
holes, and in some places even the
graveyards look like excavation sites
rather than cemeteries still in use.
And yet the glorious beauty of
the land prevails. Most of the walled
hamlets, Romanesque churches,
castles, fortified medieval monasteries
and palazzos braved the assault
without loss. They watch over the
land from their rocky eyries with the
equanimity of centuries. Easter lambs
frolic, herded by sleepy shepherds,
on meadows that glisten an incredible
green, strewn with purple crocuses,
primroses and pineapple-yellow
dandelions — which lead up to the
most enticingly white peaks. AH
Andreas Hofer travelled independently.

British Airways (0844 493 0787; ba.com),
and Al Italia (0871 424 1424; alitalia.
com) fly to Rome, with returns starting
at £119. Hofer stayed at Rifugio della
Rocca (+39 33 8 805 9430, rifugiodellarocca.
it), which offers double rooms from €90
a night B&B, based on two sharing. He
toured with IFMGA mountain and ski
guide Marco Zaffiri (marco.zaffiri@gmail.
com). For more information contact the
Abruzzo Tourist Office (+39 085 42 900
900; visitabruzzo.co.uk).
Want to go ski touring in Italy with a
group? The Ski Club’s Freshtracks service
(020 8410 2022; skiclub.co.uk/freshtracks) offers
the week-long Dolomites tour starting on
January 31 and February 7 for £1,099 for halfboard accommodation and guiding, but not
including flights and transfers.
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